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Academic Affairs Council Meeting 
December 19, 2007 

 
Minutes of the Meeting 

 
The Academic Affairs Council met via conference call on Wednesday, December 19, 
2007 with the following persons participating:  BHSU, Dean Myers; DSU, Cecelia 
Wittmayer; NSU, Clyde Arnold; SDSMT, Karen Whitehead; SDSU, Carol Peterson and 
Mary Kay Helling; USD, Matt Moen and Lynn Rognstad; BOR, Sam Gingerich, Paul 
Turman, Trudy Zalud, and Jodi Gabriel. 
 
Sam had a short discussion with AAC regarding the faculty reporting issues for the 
fact book that we are facing this year with the new Banner system. 
 
 
 
Item 1 Agenda 
The following items were added to the agenda for discussion: 
 
Courses in Residence – Policy 2:29 
Cecelia requested that AAC discuss the language in policy 2:29 relating to courses in 
residence.  She has suggested a change to policy 2:29.   
 
VPAAs should review this suggestion and be prepared to discuss the revision in 
January.   
 
 
Academic Calendar 
NSU has asked for a clarification on the start day for classes at the University Center.  
Not all classes are being held on the registration day but non-standard classes 
beginning on registration day may be held, regardless of start time.  AAC understood 
that this is the way it was intended when previously discussed. 
 
 
 
Item 2 Consent Items 
Item 3.A.1 Program Modifications – SDSMT 
Karen commented that SDSMT is adding a required course, Introduction to Engineering 
to the curriculum for the Metallurgical Engineering program.  The total credits to the 
major are now 43 hours, with the total hours required for the degree at 136 hours. 
 
M/S by Karen and Carol to approve.  Motion carries. 
 
 
Item 3.B.1 Course Modifications 
No report. 
 
 
Item 3.B.1 Reports 
No report. 
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Item 4.A.1 New Programs 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 4.B.1 New Certificates 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 4.C.1 New Site Requests 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 4.D.1 Intent to Plan – DSU – BS in Computer Game Design 
Carol commented that SDSU has submitted questions to DSU regarding their intent to 
plan proposal for a BS in Computer Game Design.   
 
The proposal will move to the January AAC meeting for discussion.   
 
 
 
Item 5.A Electronic University Consortium 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 6.A.1 BOR 2:5 Transfer of Credit 
Sam commented that a concern was raised that parts of BOR policy 2:5 are not clear.  
All policies apply and it’s suggested that the parts of the policy that apply should be 
spelled out.   
 
A discussion on the policy changes will come to AAC in January. 
 
 
 
Item 6.A.2 Honors Determination for Students in Programs with Collaborative 
Agreements 
Carol commented that SDSU records were having trouble getting calculations on West 
River nursing students for honors purposes because they weren’t sure of the role of 
the non-SDSU courses and if they should be figured in or not.  She had referred them 
to a long-standing cooperative agreement where the west river nursing graduate would 
be eligible for honors designation even if courses were taken through BHSU, SDSMT, 
USD, or SDSU.  This issue fed into a discussion on the off-campus sites in relation to 
institutional credits, common courses, collaborative agreements, etc.   
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Carol felt that students who are part of a defined collaborative agreement should be 
able to receive honors designations if appropriate.  The Dean’s list portion is covered 
in policy.  Sam agreed and the immediate answer for the West River students is that 
this is a formal collaborative agreement and therefore credits completed at the other 
institutions should be considered as part of the SDSU credits for designation of 
honors.   
 
The broader issue is the discussion on courses in residence and institutional credits.  
Carol thought that when we went to Colleague, there were no credits in residence 
anymore.  But at that time we made the distinction of marking the student who earns a 
degree there and whether or not we should require institutional credit.   
 
At UC, if the student earns a degree from DSU, must the institutional credit 
requirement be met even if the courses are offered by other institutions?  Cecelia felt 
that because DSU was not in the rotation to offer the courses at UC, it is hard for the 
student to get the institutional credits from DSU for some programs.  She agreed with 
Carol that the student should be held harmless regarding honors designation.  If we 
agree that one campus is rigorous enough to offer the course, then we should treat the 
course as such.   
 
Clyde agreed that NSU is concerned about this regarding one of their programs too.  
He agreed that they should all be considered institutional credits.  
 
Wouldn’t the WRHEC, UC agreements, EUC, CUC all be examples for formal 
collaborative agreements?  Sam felt the agreements were more about specific 
programs.  He thought that this issue with the off-campus centers was broader but it 
should actually be the focus of the discussion.  Depending on instances where 
students may or may not be transferring courses in from other institutions, there may 
be students that are going to get caught in the middle.   
 
Sam will work with RIS staff on the West River nursing issue right now.  A broader 
discussion on credits in residence and institutional credits in the off-campus 
centers environment will be brought to the January or February AAC meeting.  Sam 
suggested that the VPAAs talk to their staff on campus and send any comments to 
the BOR staff.   
 
 
 
Item 6.A.3 BOR Policy - Math 101 Placement 
This item will be brought to the January AAC meeting for discussion.   
 
 
 
Item 6.B MOCC Issues - State and National ACT Scores 
Sam remarked that a situation regarding acceptance of ACT scores, state and national 
test dates has come up.  Some states are now going to high school mandates of ACT 
testing and conducting the tests on dates other than the national testing dates.   
 
There are guidelines in place now that differentiate between the residual scores and 
scores from national tests.  This now plays out with the SDOS.  Stated on the BOR 
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website in the FAQ’s, the scores that can be used are only those completed on the 
national test dates.   
 
Karen added that this is broader than just SDOS applicants but possibly from other 
states too.  This started out with SDOS and it got applied broadly with no recognition 
to the impact of the issue. 
 
Sam suggests that since the states that are giving the tests in high school are following 
the requirements established by ACT, they recognize those scores the same as the 
national test date scores.  It’s not a policy decision but rather an operational decision.   
 
M/S by Sam and Karen that these students should not be penalized and that the 
system should accept scores that are reported by ACT as valid test scores.  Motion 
carries. 
 
Sam will contact ESC and clarify that if ACT provides the student or institution with 
the score, then it is a valid score and should be accepted.   
 
 
 
Item 6.C Review of Proficiency Exam Cut Scores 
Sam reported that when Paul provided the CAAP report to COPS, they talked about cut 
scores and asked for an analysis.  They suggested that we involve students in this 
process and suggested that we assemble a small group together.  The group should 
review the data and make a recommendation on whether the cut scores should be 
changed or not.   
 
Is there more information now about use of the CAAP in systems for high stake 
purposes?  Previously there were only a couple states that used it as a system tool.   
 
Paul remarked that he talked to Sandra Stewart and we tend to be the only system that 
has the rigid qualifying scores to determine whether the student can progress in the 
system.  As the VSA has kicked around, they have seen interest in this from other 
states but not really the rigidity that we look at it.  It’s just an assessment tool for 
them so it hasn’t really changed from where we started the process. 
 
Paul has done some data analysis on what the impact would be should the student 
have different scores.  But ACT doesn’t really have any data on this to better see what 
we can do to help students align their courses.  Sam added that the comment has been 
that the largest groups using this assessment are community colleges and we’re 
comparing ourselves to community colleges.   
 
The VPAAs will send to Sam the name of a representative to serve on this group.  
The task will involve both assessment and academics so send the representatives 
appropriately.   
 
SDSU – Joanne Sckerl 
DSU – Carrie Ahern 
SDSMT – Kate Alley or Karen Whitehead 
BHSU – Kristi Pearce 
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NSU – Bruce Petrie 
USD - unsure 
 
 
 
Item 6.D Class Visitors Database 
Sam commented that since the class visitor project was initiated Fall 2007, feedback 
on number of participants was requested.   
 

• BHSU – 3 
• DSU – 0 
• NSU – 0 
• SDSMT – 0 
• SDSU – 0 
• USD - ? 
• UC – 1 

 
Sam will maintain the database at the BOR office since it is so small at this point.  
Trudy can let MOCC know and they can contact Sam if they want to see it. 
 
 
 
Item 6.E Political Initiative – International Education Resolution 
Sam reported that there seems to be an initiative to develop and to support a 
legislative resolution supporting international education.  The key issue is making sure 
everyone who is involved in the initiative is aware of BOR protocol during legislative 
session. 
 
Jim Fleming from BHSU joined the meeting.  He commented that the initiative for the 
resolution came from NAFSA.  They are striving for a resolution to be passed by all 
legislation in all the states.  The Resolution is one that is reflective of the intentions of 
the BOR in an attempt to garner public support for international education.  This is the 
driving force.  They are at the point of speaking with the VPAAs on campus and 
introducing the initiative, then moving forward with BOR support so the resolution can 
be brought to the legislation at the appropriate time. 
 
Sam agreed that this is something that will be supported by the campuses and the BOR 
office.  He is not familiar with the timeline for having things introduced for legislation.  
Commonly they need to be introduced in the first week or two of session but he’s not 
sure about resolutions.  AAC encouraged Jim to work with his colleagues and have the 
campus reps discuss it with their Presidents.  The Presidents should get in touch with 
Dr. Perry and the BOR to take a position on it before it is introduced.  If it needs to 
happen this year, action needs to happen immediately.  
 
The resolution would need to come to the central office and would need to be reviewed 
by the Board before it is introduced as legislation.  This needs to be a system agenda.  
Anything to do with the institutions or the BOR needs to be vetted by the BOR.  Sam 
did not really see any issues with the resolution but approval from the BOR does need 
to be received first. 
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Karen will find out what the status of the resolution is.   
 
 
 
Item 6.F Project Lead the Way 
Mary Kay reported that there is a Project Lead the Way Planning Committee which 
includes the SDDOE STEM specialist, reps from EDEC/ESA, STI, and Canton High 
School.  This is a statewide group that met recently and was attended by Teresa Hall 
from SDSU. 
 
This is a nonprofit organization to help students.  We are one of 2 states that do not 
have a presence with the program.  There is a website that has a lot of information on 
it.  There are many places that offer summer institutes for high school teachers.   
 
Do we want to award college credit for the curriculum?  It is similar to AP and includes 
end of course exams. We would need to look at this in more detail.  Sam added that 
there are a wide range of institutions that award credit.  Since the work is nationally 
accepted in engineering and engineering technology, SDSU is interested in being part 
of a system wide review.  SDSMT and BHSU also want to be involved.  
 
SDSU will coordinate a system wide ad hoc committee to review the curriculum in 
engineering and engineering technology, similar to AP credit.  Mary Kay will 
convene the group. 
 
 
 
Item 6.G Retention Summit Update 
Sam provided AAC with an update on the retention summit to be held in April at 
SDSMT.  He encouraged the VPAAs to work with student affairs personnel and as 
teams are assigned, they should represent both student affairs and academic affairs.  
Karen did not feel there would be a problem if more people want to attend. 
 
Sam added that retention continues to be an issue with the BOR and the public. 
 
 
 
Item 6.H Program Review Process 
Dr. Perry has requested that Sam review the program review process.  Although it’s an 
old process, it seems to continue to meet its purpose.  The BOR members do review 
these reports and ask questions about what is reported.   
 
Sam reported that the concern is with the format, i.e. are we asking the right questions, 
are we getting the right data, etc.  Would there be reason to consider some way of a 
system wide review on programs that are common, similar to the teacher education 
program and if so, what would that process look like? 
 
Carol thought that originally the process did not have much local development.  These 
guidelines were probably taken right from the Massachusetts system.  Additions were 
built around it when accreditation warranted it. 
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Joann Sckerl added that these are well prepared documents and the programs take 
them quite seriously.  At SDSU, program reviews must have an outside reviewer but 
they have also added an inside reviewer.  Programs select the reviewer and 
administration will then appoint the internal reviewer.  The college also selects an 
internal reviewer to help with the process.   
 
Is Dr. Perry suggesting that similar programs be reviewed at the same time?  Sam 
replied that as part of the program review process, would it make sense to do a system 
wide review of some programs, i.e. business?  The focus on the teacher education 
review was not on accreditation issues but rather how the program is meeting the 
needs of the state.  For Math and English, given the emphasis on the ability of our 
graduates to write, maybe a system wide review would be appropriate.   
 
Carol suggested that a small group be formed that could make recommendations on 
how the current process could be streamlined.   
 
Sam will send out a query for representatives that could work on this.  This is an 
internal process and changes would be made in May or June. 
 
 
 
Item 6.I Cooperative Programming 
Sam remarked that this item is a follow up to a discussion at the planning retreat.  We 
identified some areas that could be beneficial to explore some shared programming.   
 
Foreign languages was an area that was mentioned and maybe physics or secondary 
education programs too.  We want to encourage student participation but we’re 
working with significant requirements.  Are there any other areas? 
 
Should we refer these to the discipline councils?  Maybe send the secondary education 
programs to the Education Discipline Council requesting opportunities and report back 
to us by end of 2008.  Carol agreed that we do need to get some of the programs 
moving.  Who should deliver what via distance education, when, etc.   
 
How good are the German and French cooperation and also physics?  These 
cooperatives were started a long time ago and were initially dependent on DDN for 
delivery.  There haven’t been as many complaints in the last couple years as in the 
beginning.  Matt felt that the physics group had it figured out.  He felt that languages 
did not really have the enrollments but not because of lack of effort but rather lack of 
students due to everyone taking Spanish. 
 
Can other institutions become part of the current agreements?  Carol responded that 
this was probably the initial intent but no one else really joined in with the original 
players.  Clyde felt that as long as someone is offering the course, why should we limit 
it?  If we can offer it with another university who wants to get into the agreement, why 
wouldn’t we do that?  It might help with enrollment.   
 
Matt felt that the universities just can’t sustain the enrollments of the other languages 
but would like the conversations to continue.  Cecelia asked that there be a formal 
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inquiry for the campuses who are not part of the current formal agreements.  She is 
not sure where to go to be able to advertise the programs. 
 
Sam added that there is not a formal charge to the EDC regarding cooperative 
programs.  He felt that this ties into the discussion of the EUC and off-
campus/distance education in the state.  The EDC continues to meet and in January, 
they will discuss the Georgia model where the teacher education programs are 
collaboratively offering the teacher education programs in the state.  However, not all 
institutions are involved there. 
 
Sam remarked that if AAC can figure out ways to increase collaboration as programs 
are shared among the institutions and implement a plan, people may give the system 
more space to figure it out on their own.  How can we facilitate these partnerships, get 
the institutions that are not already part of the groups involved, and be more apparent 
to the students on campus. 
 
Clyde requested that the institutions who are in the partnerships now communicate to 
everyone what their plans are?  It would help the other institutions see what they can 
tap into.  Sam added that the foreign language discipline council originally did this and 
it worked.    
 
Carol felt that the cooperative programming needs to be started among the institutions 
that want to get involved rather than the UC, or the EUC, CUC, etc.  Conversations 
should be started with the faculty who are trying to sustain their programs.  The UC or 
EUC are the ones that then come in and help with that process.  Sam agreed.   
 
Sam suggested that this issue be on the agenda every other meeting and at the 
same time, the discipline councils in Education and Arts/Sciences should be talking 
about increasing their opportunities for students to take courses that are being 
shared. 
 
 
 
Item 6.J Vet’s Club Survey 
The Mines Veterans Club did a survey last spring and a couple of academic issues were 
identified for AAC.  The information was also forwarded to SAC.   
 
Some did not like the W grade applied to courses when they were deployed.  They are 
then forced to reestablish a normal life and also have a permanent record of what 
happened with a W.   
 
Sam understood that within reason the campuses have developed strategies to allow 
those students that were deployed a wide range of options, i.e. backdating 
registrations, so that the record of the student’s semester is pretty much wiped out for 
a full tuition refund.  Or if the course if far enough along, a grade can be received.  
There are now very few instances where students are assigned a grade of W anymore.  
According to BOR policy 5:7, campuses can remove any records that the registration 
has occurred rather than withdrawn.  
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Trudy reported that although the institutions followed policy, one of the variations 
was whether the institution used a statement explaining the W grade.  If the student 
completed 75% of the semester, they have some options.  If they choose to withdraw 
then the W grade would show. 
 
Policy 5:7:6 was looked at and AAC decided that it should be reviewed.  Trudy will talk 
to the registrars and see what is being done currently on campuses.  According to the 
chart in policy, there should not be W grade assigned at all.  Carol agreed that the 
intent of the policy was for absolutely no penalty to the student.   
 
This item will come back to the AAC meeting in January. 
 
 
 
Item 6.K Guidelines Governing Tech Fellows 
Sam remarked that AAC has previously talked about technology fellows when we 
started moving into the D2L project.  What can we use the tech fellow for?  How can 
they be assigned? 
 
Cecelia commented that she would like clarification on how other campuses are using 
the technology fellows.  TAC has talked about it and that resulted in suggesting a 
change in language. 
 
Lynn was concerned with using tech fellows to just sit in the classrooms in case 
something goes wrong.  Karen replied that SDSMT has done that when the faculty 
member is using the tablet for the first time.  Lynn felt that helping a faculty member 
as they are becoming familiar with tablet was different than just having them sit in on 
class.  She did not feel the latter was appropriate.   
 
It was obvious that campuses are using tech fellows in different ways and coming up 
with new roles for the tech fellows.  Cecelia would like to see a general system 
statement that tech fellows are being used in development of courses but does not 
include students sitting at a help desk and taking hard drives out of tablets.  The 
intent she thought was that the tech fellows should be used to assist in academic 
programming and delivery. 
 
Karen felt that the program was used to provide tools to the students professionally, 
and then also help with the faculty in integrating tech into their curriculum.   
 
Each campus will determine the general tasks that their tech fellows are being 
assigned to and report back to Sam & Jodi in time for the January AAC meeting for 
further discussion. 
 
 
 
Item 6.L Voluntary System of Accountability 
Sam reported that the VSA was discussed and approved in September by both AAC and 
COPS as a system perspective.  This has now been approved by the NSLAC and AASCU 
and the operating assumption is that the campuses in SD will be participating.  We 
have processes in place to allow the institutions to capture all of the required data 
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elements except the proficiency exam element.  The VSA requires that assessment be 
done from freshman to seniors.   
 
AAC needs to discuss how we are going to do this.  There may be additional 
assessments that may need to be done to meet the proposed requirements.  Campuses 
will be required to develop a measurement of students’ learning gains using the CAAP 
critical thinking and writing essay components, MAPP scores for the critical thinking 
and written communication, or the CLA instrument.  These will need to be 
administered to random samples of freshmen and seniors following the directions of 
the test maker in selecting the sample.   
 
As we go forward, we’ll have to identify a path to move this along in the process.  
 
Joanne commented that MAPP is an ETS instrument.  The group looked extensively at 
this when they reviewed the CAAP and the decision was made to go with CAAP.  She 
added that the CAAP gave us the opportunity to have 4 different sections of the exam 
and assumed better service from ACT also. 
 
Paul added that MAPP has been updated and coming out with a different version.  They 
have come up with a way of doing this in a less rigid way than we do now.   
 
There was a short discussion on the pros/cons of each of the instruments and Paul 
volunteered to lay out the different options for these and bring it back to AAC for 
discussion.  He will also have the assessment committee look at it and recommend 
the best way to implement.   Sam added that there is agreement that the CAAP is 
the tool to use and would require the least amount of steps to implement.  This will 
come back to the January meeting. 
 
 
 
 
Item 7.A SOS Summaries 
Sam commented that this summer there were questions asked during the legislative 
roundtables about how we gather student input on faculty members and how we 
determine when a faculty member needs assistance and development.  It is an item 
that may pop up during session.  Anyone that wants to submit summaries should send 
them to Sam.   
 
Sam met with the student federation at SDSMT to talk about the surveys.  He thought 
that the students as a group felt that the process works better than it did before.  A 
couple issues were raised.  Some of the questions just do not apply to the sections and 
some may cause confusion.   
 
Sam commented that he was amazed that the members of the student federation that 
did attend did not understand the processes that were spelled out in policy regarding 
how the surveys play into the evaluation process.  Those attending had no idea that 
these were analyzed and used in faculty evaluations. 
 
Sam suggested that when the VPAAs meet with the student federation members, they 
should probably talk to them about the processes that are used for the SOS surveys.  
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The students recognize that this instrument does allow the campuses to add 
additional questions and suggested that a student representative be used when 
reviewing the questions and adding additional questions. 
 
What about using the short form rather than the long form?  Cecelia commented that 
the group initially recommended the long form because it was not going to be for 
every faculty member for every class.  But we never went back and looked at the form 
after the BOR went to evaluating every faculty member in every class. 
 
Sam commented that the update to the BOR last year was just to let them know how it 
was going since we’re a year into the process.  The BOR as a whole is watching this 
and, recognizing that all the issues raised by AAC are valid, we probably need to work 
with this for a year or two.  The students can lead a push for changes but it will be 
perceived by the BOR as a push to go back to the way it was if a proposed change 
comes from the campuses. 
 
Paul agreed that if changes were going to happen, it will need to come up from the 
student federation.  He added that they are seeing more benefits in using the surveys 
for the new faculty and the older faculty members.   
 
Sam will continue to track this topic and if there are any legislation issues coming up, 
he will let the VPAAs know. 
 
 
 
Item 7.B Payroll Practices 
Janice Minder and Jim Shekleton joined the meeting for this discussion. 
 
Janice remarked that this proposal has been updated slightly from what AAC is 
looking at.  The policy is intended for general payroll practices such as payroll 
deductions, changes, loss of paychecks, etc.  Now that we have a central system, a 
central process should be in place.   
 
The biggest issue that will impact the VPAA departments is section 5, supplemental 
pay changes.  Janice is finding that people expect payroll changes to happen 
immediately and, as a result, she is finding a lot of payroll errors.  This is a general 
payroll practice for all campuses to clarify the employee changes that need to be made 
and when the changes will be made in payroll. 
 
BAC has also discussed this policy, which was based on conversations with BAC.   
 
What are AAC’s thoughts on the payroll processing date cut off?  Clyde felt that there 
should be a cut-off date.  What is the $100 processing charge?  Janice explained that a 
few campuses allow an emergency change made if the employee wants to pay a fee.  
Campuses did not want to do away with this practice. 
 
What is the rationale for section 7 regarding timesheet submissions?  Janice explained 
that some employees are choosing not to submit their timesheets, or supervisors are 
forgetting to approve them and in the past we’ve just paid it anyway.  Now we are not 
doing this and we want to make sure that everyone understands this. 
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VPAAs are concerned that since supervisors are responsible to approve the timesheet, 
the faculty member is being penalized by no paycheck should the supervisor not 
submit the timesheet in time.  Janice responded that it is also the responsibility of the 
faculty member to monitor their timesheet and make sure it was approved.  
Timesheets must be approved by a supervisor.  There are emergency situations where 
the supervisor can submit emergency changes to their payroll department.   
 
Janice is setting up a leave reporting sheet for the faculty rather than a timesheet.  Can 
it be set up so they do not have to submit anything if there are no changes?  Janice will 
clarify that but she thought that the expectation is that they would submit a sheet even 
if there are no exceptions to the normal work times.   She suggested that the VPAA talk 
to their Presidents too on this subject. 
 
Janice will revise the section on hiring procedures prior to the paperwork 
submission and send it to Sam for further review.   
 
 
 
Item 7.C Update on Negotiations 
Jim Shekleton offered his thanks to Carol and Mary for attending the COHE meeting at 
SDSU last week.  The meeting was a short meeting.  Jim provided a brief summary 
which reflects the letter of recital provided to all negotiators.   
 
 
 
 


